Abstract: Scattering and absorption belong to the major problems in imaging the internal layers of a biological specimen. Due to the structural inhomogeneity of the specimen, the distribution of the structures in the upper layers of a given internal structure of interest is different from the lower layers that may result in different interception of scattered light, falling into the angular aperture of the microscope objective, from the object in each imaging view. Therefore, different spatial frequencies of the scattered light can be acquired from different (top and bottom) views. We have arranged an opposed-view dark-field digital holographic microscope (DHM) to collect the scattered light concurrently from both views with the aim to increase the contrast of internal structures and improve the signal-tonoise ratio. Implementing a DHM system gives the possibility to implement digital refocusing process and obtain multilayer images from each side without a depth scan of the object. The method is explained and the results are presented exemplary for a Drosophila embryo.
Introduction
Imaging internal layers of biological specimens is a demanding field of research [1] . A variety of techniques has been developed in this regard, like optical sectioning techniques such as confocal microscopy [2] . In parallel, scan-free methods like digital holographic microscopy (DHM) have been introduced to extract the object wave-front leading to a multilayer image of a specimen via digital refocusing and quantitative phase (topographic) image [3, 4] . One of the major issues in imaging the internal structures of biological specimens is the absorption and scattering that distort the information coming from the object. In some studies, researchers assumed that the first-order Born approximation is valid for the scattering process inside the specimen, meaning that the medium is approximated to be a weak scatterer and multiple scattering is neglected [5] [6] [7] . However, in the majority of cases, neither the specimen satisfies the weak scattering approximation nor is the prediction of the scatterer distribution possible to create the corresponding model. In fluorescence microscopy, some techniques have been developed to reduce this effect, based on non-linear light-matter interaction like two-photon microscopy [8] , or confining the excitation area to a selective internal layer using light sheet microscopy [9, 10] .
In many applications staining the sample might not be feasible. Hence, label-free 3D microscopy methods have been also developed based on auto-fluorescence or scattering properties, like optical projection tomography [11] and methods based on Raman scattering [12] . Phase tomographic approaches have been also developed based on digital holographic microscopy to extract 3D phase information of the specimen [13, 14] . Dark-field technique has been shown to be promising in improving the image contrast for internal layers in combination with optical sectioning techniques [15] and digital holographic refocusing [16] . Being a wide-field scan-free method, DHM showed to be promising in monitoring live biological processes [17] and in 3D tracking of particles with video rates [18] .
Despite all these developments, label-free wide-field microscopy is still suffering from unwanted scattering and absorption from the out-of-focus structures, which are inhomogeneously distributed inside a biological object, especially in sub-millimeter sized organisms. This inhomogeneity comes from the distribution of different cell types within the object [19] . It has been shown that even at the cellular level the refractive index of the cell is also highly inhomogeneous [14] . We took advantage of this inhomogeneity and considered the fact that the structural profile of the subsequent layers is different that results in different frequency band-pass for each imaging view, through the angular aperture of the imaging objective. In this regard, we have arranged an experiment to extract the object wave-front simultaneously from top and bottom views without depth scan of the sample by employing an opposed-view dark-field digital holographic microscopy (DHM). Digital refocusing makes the image acquisition faster and prevents distortion of the sample with the scanning movement. The methodology has been explained in this paper and the result has been presented exemplary for a Drosophila embryo.
Method
In the proposed method, dark-field illumination has been implemented in the setup, utilizing bright/dark-field objectives. The analytical description of image formation in bright-field holography has been thoroughly demonstrated by other researchers [20] [21] [22] . In this section, we describe the frequency cut-off for a bright/dark-field opposed-view imaging system. A schematic of such objective is shown in Fig. 1 (left) . The objective has the ability to perform simultaneously in bright-and dark-field modes. The angle α is the angular aperture of the objective that defines its numerical aperture (NA = sin α ). θ and δθ represent the angle of dark-field illumination and the corresponding covered angular range, respectively. Figure 1 (right) describes the frequency coverage in the ,
 plane, assuming that the object experiences the illuminating incident beams in all directions within both the bright-and darkfield angular range. The angles shown in the diagram are set to the characteristics of the objective used in the experiment (20x Nikon bright/dark-field objective, NA = 0.45). In this case, the object is illuminated from top and bottom, in order to collect both the reflected and transmitted lights by the objective from the top view. For each incident illuminating beam with a specific angle, the frequency band-pass of the imaging system is confined to a curve, limited by NA of the imaging system. The blue curves in the diagram represent the frequencies corresponded to the bright-field mode, in which the frequencies bounded to the centered section are transferred through the transmission and the ones lie inside the top area are transferred through the reflection mode. The red curves represent the frequency band-pass obtained utilizing darkfield illumination. From the diagram it can be seen that, although the dark-field frequency range in the transverse direction is limited by the NA of the objective, it is shifted toward higher frequencies in both transverse directions, resulting in removing the background and increasing the contrast for finer structures. Like bright-field mode, the lower and the upper frequency regions correspond to transmission and reflection modes, respectively. To realize the frequency coverage in the three dimensional frequency space, the diagram should be rotated about the z k axis. The optimums of the dark-field cut-off frequency in the axial direction is limited by the dark-field illumination parameters ( θ and δθ ). In the extreme case, for the dark-field illumination angle of θ = 90°, the reflected and transmitted frequencies overlap (dashed red curve), leading in the maximum shift in the lateral component of the wave vector. Figure 2 (a) shows the frequency band-pass in the case of opposed-view bright/dark-field imaging, having both reflection and transmission modes for each imaging (top and bottom) view. However, in the case of thick objects (sub-millimeter sized), some other limiting factors should be considered that distorts the information transferred from a given internal layer, e.g. inhomogeneously distributed structures in subsequent layers, which scatters or absorbs the light coming from a given structure of interest. Figure 2(b) shows a simplified schematic of such object. It is assumed that the structure of interest at the center has a symmetric shape, looking from top and bottom view. To better explain the condition, a diagram of the frequency vectors, emanating from the structure, is mapped onto the object in the axial direction. The green and blue arrows show the vectors directed towards the top and bottom views, respectively. In each imaging view, some of the frequencies are intercepted by other structures in subsequent layers through absorption or scattering. Due to the inhomogeneous distribution of these structures, different frequencies are collectable in each imaging view. The bottom diagram in Fig. 2(b) represents the combination of non-intercepted frequencies collected from both views. This is similar to the case of not having the scatterers in subsequent layers. Therefore, depending on the structural distribution of the object in lower layers, some frequencies which are missing in the top-view could be collected by the bottom-view and vice versa.
Experiment
We have arranged an opposed-view dark-field DHM to capture holograms concurrently from two opposing views (top and bottom). The holograms, obtained for each object layer from each view, is analyzed separately and the intensity images are combined together to create the opposed-view image. This procedure is being repeated for each layer inside the specimen through digital refocusing. Figure 3 shows a schematic of an opposed-view dark-field DHM. The system is a symmetric combination of two off-axis dark-field DHMs. The light source is a 660 nm diode laser, having a coherence length of >1m. Two Nikon bright/dark-field microscope objectives with 20x magnification and NA = 0.45 have been placed face to face for imaging from both views. The spacing between the objectives has been adjusted to have their dark-field illumination spots overlapped. The objectives have the possibility to image both in reflection and transmission modes and as the specimen is illuminated simultaneously using the objectives, both transmitted and reflected light from the structures make contribution in image formation. The cameras (SVCam-ECO CCD; SVS-VISTEK) have a resolution of 2448 × 2050 pixels and a frame rate of 10 fps. To avoid mismatch in focusing from the opposed views, the sample holder was designed to have the same glass slide for both the substrate and the coverslip. A gap of 200 µm was placed between the slides filled with sunflower oil, in which the Drosophila embryo was immersed. Figure 4 shows a photo of the actual setup, being arranged on a vertical stand in the lab. The setup has the possibility to operate both in dark-field (DF) and bright-field (BF) modes simultaneously for future applications. Two cameras have been installed in each view to concurrently record the BF and DF images, which are separated using a dichroic mirror installed in the imaging path for each view. The blue and red lines indicate the bright-and dark-field beam path, respectively. The dashed lines in each imaging mode indicate the reference beam path. Due to the scattering of the coherent light, the image suffers from a strong speckle noise. To minimize this noise, the specimen has been illuminated using various speckle-fields and the final image has been obtained by averaging over the fields. A dark-field reconstructed intensity image of a Drosophila embryo for a single speckle-field illumination is shown in Fig. 5(a) . In this approach, which has been previously explained for a single-view dark-field DHM [16] , a diffuser has been inserted in each illumination path and rotated using a stepper motor, to produce the speckle-field illuminations (Fig. 3) . A hole has been inserted in the middle of each diffuser to allow the passage of the central portion of the beams, which are used as reference waves. After recording the required number of successive digital holograms with different speckle-fields, each hologram is analyzed separately to reconstruct and propagate through different image planes for a given speckle-field via digital refocusing. The final reconstructed image for each image plane has been then obtained by averaging over the speckle fields. The images shown in this paper are obtained using 200 successive specklefields; for example: Fig. 5(b) . A typical bright-field image of this embryo is shown in Fig.  5 (c) taken using a short coherence laser at 405 nm. 
Results and discussion
To combine the information obtained from the opposed views, first the counterpart images for each specific object layer, obtained from both views, should be selected and the image combination should be applied to each corresponding pair. To remove any non-uniformity in the intensity distribution, which might be due to the absorption or scattering from some upper/lower portions of the specimen (Fig. 6(a) ), the intensity of the image has been locally enhanced (Fig. 6(b) ), as suggested by Refs [23, 24] . Afterwards, a number of element-wise self-multiplications have been applied to each image matrix to obtain a desired contrast for the structures versus the background coming from the scattering of the other layers (Fig.  6(c) ).
An intensity image of an arbitrary internal layer and its opposed-view counterpart are shown in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) , respectively. We have investigated two different approaches to fuse opposed-view images: pixel-based and tile-based. In the pixel-based approach, for each pixel, a region of 10 × 10 pixels, centered by the initial pixel point, has been selected. The standard deviation (Std) of the intensity distribution over the selected region has been calculated and compared with the same value for the corresponding pixel in the opposed-view image. The pixel value with the larger calculated Std has been then set to the corresponding pixel position in the final image. This process has been done for each single pixel of both images to derive the final fused image, which is shown in Fig. 7(c) for the given layer. In the tile-based approach, the images have been divided into small patches, i.e. 25 × 25 pixels, and the Std of the intensity has been calculated for each tile pairs from the opposed-view images. The tile with the larger Std is being placed in the corresponding region in the final fused image. The image obtained using this approach has been shown in Fig. 7(d) . Sub-figures in Fig. 7(e) represent the magnified image of the regions marked by numbers in Fig. 7(a) obtained from top and bottom views. For the sake of better visibility, some structures have been marked with arrows in Fig. 7(e) , which are present in one of the views while missing in the other. The magnified fused sub-images of the same regions have been shown in Fig. 7(f) . The structures presented in both views are visible together in the fused images, without reducing the image quality. From the fused sub-images, it can be seen that the results obtained from two approaches are almost the same, as long as the tile dimension is small enough. Nevertheless, the advantage of employing the tile-based approach is its significantly faster calculation time in comparison to the pixel-based one, which is considerable when a large number of layers are needed to be processed. It should be noted that in the conventional tile-based combination approach, sharp borders normally appear after the mosaicking process ( Fig. 8(a) ). To avoid this and to obtain the smooth image, which is shown in Fig. 8(b) , each patch has been selected in a way to have an overlapping area of 1/4 of the tile size with its neighboring ones [23, 24] . The overlapping area of each tile has been then weighted using the sigmoid function defined as Fig. 8(c) ). Afterwards, each tile has been added to a zero valued matrix with the size of the original image to create the enhanced image. Figure 8 (c-1) shows two neighboring tiles stitched together conventionally, while the Fig. 8(c-2) shows the result after weighting the overlapping area of the right and left tile with the L S and R S , respectively. It can be seen that the intensity transition from one patch to the other is smoother in Fig. 8(c-2) . The final opposed-view images obtained for each object layer has been stacked together to produce a multimedia file (Media 1), presenting the digital refocusing process through the internal structures of the Drosophila embryo ( Fig. 8(d) ). To have a comparison, confocal images of a texture (from an optical cleaning tissue) are shown in Fig. 9 along with the images obtained through opposed-view dark-field imaging. The images show two layers of the same tissue separated by 20 µm. The confocal image was taken with a 50x objective with NA of 0.8 at a wavelength of 850 nm and the opposed-view image was taken with a 20x dark-field objective with NA of 0.45. As our system is a labelfree method we took non-fluorescent confocal microscopy for comparison. 
Conclusions
In this work we have shown that imaging through opposed-view channels, including transmission and reflection modes, reveals more structures of an internal layer of the specimen in imaging of sub-millimeter-sized organisms. Employing a DHM system, the multilayer imaging can be performed without disturbing the specimen by scanning or any kind of movement. The image combination approach using overlapping tile selection and weighting procedure showed to be promising in removing the sharp borders during tile-based image combination and providing a smooth image that increases the speed of image processing. The proposed setup can be simply employed to capture the movement of a specimen in a biological medium, by utilizing a high-speed camera. Currently, we are trying to record a live biological process like growing the Drosophila embryo by employing also the bright-field mode to measure the phase of the object wavefront and detect the change in the optical thickness of the specimen while growing.
